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Prestressing, as applied to concrete structures, means the inten-
tional creation of predetermined permanent stresses and internal 
moments in the concrete structure, so that internal stresses and mo-
ments resulting from service loads are confined within certain limits. 
Prestressed concrete is a concrete structure which has been subjected 
to prestressing before service loads act upon it. If the prestressed 
concrete structure is made at a place other than its final location in 
service, it is a precast, prestressed concrete structure. 
In precast, prestressed concrete construction operations, steel 
cables (prestressing steel tendons) are stretched under large tension 
between two supports (bulk heads). Fresh concrete mix is then poured 
over these stretched prestressing steel tendons, and allowed to harden. 
In the process, the concrete is bonded to the steel tendons. When the 
steel tendons are cut they contract, thus subjecting the concrete to 
large compressive stresses. Figure l(a) is a double tee which has been 
formed between two bulk heads. After the prestressing steel tendons 
are cut, Figure l(b), the contraction of the tendons produces a bowing 
effect in the double tee. This effect induces compressive stresses in 
the bottom fibers of the concrete and tensile stresses in the top 
fibers. 





(a) Double Tee Cast Between Two Bulk Heads 
CAMBER DUE TO PRESTRESSING 
(b) Double Tee After Prestressing 
Steel Tendons Have Been Cut 
Figure 1. Typical Prestressing Operation 
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heads. Figure 2(a) and (b) show two possible ways of doing this (1). 1 
Figure 2(a) is a split cone wedge made from a tapered conical pin. 
Another grip made from a conical pin on which a flat surface has been 
machined and serrated, is shown in Figure 2(b). 
Precast concrete construction often requires that concrete com-
ponents be transported long distances. Therefore, it is economically 
desirable to make the components as light as possible. This can be 
achieved principally in two ways. First, by using high strength con-
crete to ensure small sections of components. Second, concrete aggre-
gates (gravel, broken stones, pieces of non-reactive solid materials) 
weighing around 100 lb per cubic foot (light weight aggreg·ates), should 
be used in precast concrete work. Many factors influence the strength 
of concrete mixes. The ratio of water to cement (water cement ratio), 
the type of aggregate used in the mix, and the temperature and moisture 
conditions (curing conditions) of the concrete structure especially 
during the first two weeks of the life of the precast concrete struc-
ture, all influence the strength of the concrete. The higher the 
density of the aggregate, the greater the weight per cubic yard of the 
hardened concrete. Because of the many factors which influence the 
properties of concrete mixes, there are many types of concrete. 
Many different geometrical shapes, requiring different forms 
(steel forms, wooden forms, forms made of plastic materials) have been 
developed for precast, prestressed concrete construction. Double tees, 
flat slabs, el-beams, rectangular beams, concrete blocks to be used 
principally in the walls of buildings, core wall boxes and core wall 
panels for interior walls, stair landings and stair frames, are among 
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This treatise addresses the problem of selecting precast concrete 
components in such a way as to minimize the cost of a completed build-
ing. 
During the planning stages of a precast concrete systems manufac-
turing enterprise, the selection of appropriate geometrical shapes and 
sizes of precast structural concrete members to manufacture is always 
a difficult decision. Once the choice of shapes and sizes are made and 
the proper forms purchased, it may take years before the replacement of 
the steel forms can be economically justified. In the late 1960's 
elaborate research projects were initiated by the United States Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and the Illinois Institute 
of Technology Research Institute (!ITRI) to determine structurally 
feasible geometrical shapes and modules which were economical and well 
fitted to the North American construction industry and labor practices. 
If the research teams could have agreed on any one geometrical 
shape or module as the most economical, the uncertaint1es associated 
with the planning of concrete formwork for a precast concrete systems 
building (2) company would have been greatly minimized. However, the 
conclusions of the research teams regarding the economics of certain 
geometrical shapes or modules were contradictory. 
Due to the experience in the precast concrete construction 
industry in both the United States and in Europe, one would anticipate 
the type of contradictions alluded to above. The research projects 
were executed under different organizations and management personnel. 
Also they were located in different areas of the United States. Loca-
tion, environment, and the management of construction resources within 
the precast concrete plant can make a given geometrical shape or module 
more economical than another. 
Thus, there exists a need for a method of analysis by the top 
management of a precast concrete systems building company, for the 
selection of economic combinations of geometric sections for new pre-
casting plants. Such analysis should include a quantitative planning 
and decision model which establishes the relative economics of struc-
turally feasible combinations of components or modules that make up 
precast concrete systems buildings. Additionally, such a model must 
contain specific provisions for the environmental constraints which 
are endemic to both the precast concrete plant and the marketing area 
in which the prospective precast concrete systems building company 
intends to operate. 
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Research at Oklahoma State University to develop such a quantita-
tive planning and decision model by use of linear programming (LP)(3) 
has been completed. The LP model selects the.economical and yet struc-
turally feasible combinations of precast concrete components for pre-
cast concrete systems buildings. The model is a valuable aid to 
objective planning and selection of geometrical shapes (concrete forms) 
at a new plant location for a precast concrete systems building company. 
The model can also be used when steel forms replacement is to be 
considered. 
The three phases of precast concrete systems building construction 
treated in this paper are plant operations, transportation of precast 
concrete components to the construction site, and the erection of the 
components at the building site. Structurally feasible combinations 
of precast concrete components which make up a building, formed the 
linear prograrmning model. The effects which change in story height 
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and the distance of a building from the precast concrete plant could 
have on the selection of economical combinations were also investigated. 
The precast concrete components that consistently formed the most 
economical combinations were recommended for precast concrete systems 
buildings development. 
Chapter II presents a brief account of the development of concrete 
systems building construction. Chapter III is a review of literature 
on the applications of linear prograrrrning in Civil Engineering practice. 
Chapter IV is on the formulation of the linear programming model 
developed in the investigation, while Chapter V addresses the problem 
of applying the model to the operatibns of an existing precast concrete 
systems building company, the Progressive Concrete Company (PCC). The 
real name of this company is disguised in this treatise. 
The results of the various LP runs are presented in Chapter VI. 
Chapter VII contains the summary and conclusions made from the 
research and recommendations for further research. 
The references used in the dissertation are listed under 
"Bibliography". 
The Appendix presents the data from the PCC, tables of quantities 
used in the models, as well as a brief description of a typical com-
puter program. The description of the computer program is facilitated 
by the use of a listing of the typical program. 
NOTES 
1Numbers in parentheses refer to the Bibliography. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRECAST, PRESTRESSED 
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION 
Jntroduction 
Initially precast concrete was used by engineers who were inter-
ested in building design and construction with limited knowledge of 
designing, forming, bracing, shoring and scaffolding, and placing 
concrete. Since precast concrete units could be inspected and tested 
for defective sections at the time of handling and erection, many 
engineers preferred to design structures in precast concrete. Other 
engineers reasoned that the problems and costs associated with forming, 
shoring, and placing cast-in-place concrete were excessive and that 
precast concrete construction was justified on the grounds of conven-
ience in construction and cost . 
. Some Early Examples of Precast 
Concrete Construction 
In 1900 (4, 5), a stable was built in Brooklyn, with precast con-
crete roof slabs 17 x 14 feet and two inches thick. The same precast 
slabs were used for partitions, cross walls, vents and manure pits. 
In 1905 one of the early industrial applications of precast con-
crete in buildings was initiated in this country. During that year, a 
11 
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four-story building of complete precast reinforced concrete floor-and-
roof system was constructed for the Textile Machine Works in Reading, 
Pa. By 1910 precast concrete was being used nation-wide in the con-
struction of industrial buildings. The Unit Construction Co., St. 
Louis, Mo., constructed a large number of buildings completely built 
of precast units using a system called 11 Unit Structural Concrete 
Method, 11 later named the "Unit System. 11 The 11 Unit System 11 construction 
technique required that the connections between precast columns and 
girders be grouted to develop some continuity and rigidity. Conselman, 
the engineer and designer responsible for the development of the 11 Unit 
System, 11 obtained more than 51 patents for the 11 Unit System, 11 from 1910 
to 1916. In 1911, a five story building was constructed for the 
National Lead Co., St. Louis, Mo., using the "Unit System. 11 The five 
story building was completely precast, with design floor loadings of 
500 lb per square foot. The interior and exterior columns, wall slabs, 
thin-shell channel-section floor slabs, and beams of this five story 
building were all made of precast concrete. 
Ihe Development of Precast, Prestressed 
Concrete Construction 
The first prestressed concrete structures to be constructed in the 
United States were also precast structures. About 1886, P. H. Jackson, 
an engineer of San Francisco, California, obtained patents for tight-
ening steel tie rods in artificial stones and precast concrete arch 
sections used as floors of buildings or side walls over excavations. 
In 1888, C.E.W. Doehring of Germany independently secured a patent for 
concrete reinforced with metal that had tensile stress applied to it 
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before the slab was loaded (1). 
In 1925, R. E. Dill of Alexandria, Nebraska, applied for a patent 
to produce precast, prestressed concrete members such as posts and 
slabs. Dill used a high tensile steel coated with a plastic substance 
to prevent bond (6). The steel was tensioned after the concrete had 
set, and was anchored to the concrete by means of nuts. 
E. Freyssinet of France is credited with modern development of 
prestressed concrete. In 1928, Freyssinet used the first high-strength 
steel wires for prestressing. However, despite Freyssinet 1 s ingenious 
development, it was still necessary to devise reliable and economical 
methods of tensioning and anchoring the steel wires before prestressed 
concrete construction could become popular. 
From 1928 through 1940 adequate tensioning and anchoring tech-
niques were invented. One of the engineers who made significant con-
tributions in this area was E. Hoyer of Germany, by developing the 
Hoyer system. The Hoyer system consisted of stretching wires between 
· two buttresses several hundred feet apart, constructing special forms 
to separate the units, placing'the concrete, and cutting the wires 
after the concrete had hardened (1 ). In 1939, Freyssinet developed 
end anchorages and double acting jacks for tensioning wires. The 
Magnel system, developed in 1940 by Professor G. Magnel of Belgium, 
used two wires stretched one at a time and anchored with a simple 
metal wedge at each end. 
Linear prestressing was initiated in the United States in 1949 
with the construction of the Philadelphia Walnut Lane Bridge. Prior 
to 1949, circular prestressing of storage tanks was commonly used. 
Between 1935 and 1963, the Preload Company built about one thousand 
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prestressed concrete tanks in the United States and other parts of the 
world (1). 
By 1950, the use of prestressed concrete construction became common 
practice. Although there was only one precast, prestressed concrete 
plant in this country in 1950, there were 34 such plants in 1954. Ac-
cording to a survey by the Prestressed Concrete Institute (1), 229 
plants were operating in this country by 1961. Some of these plants 
made both prestressed concrete components, and precast concrete blocks 
as wel 1. 
The Systems Building Approach to Precast, 
Prestressed Concrete Construction 
The past ten years have shown an increased interest bY governmental 
agencies and engineering institutions to improve the quality and economy 
of concrete construction by methods of mass production of precast, pre-
stressed concrete buildings. 
There was an acute shortage of residential houses in the United 
States in the 1960 1s. A report by Module Communities, Inc, (7) showed 
two-thirds of the population in the United States in 1968 was concen-
trated in the 228 metropolitan areas and that the total United States 
population would grow from 200 million in 1960 to 260 million by 1985. 
Thus, 20 million households would need residences by 1985. Conse-
quently, President Johnson's message to the United States Congress in 
1968 called for a new direction in the housing program. In his mes-
sage to Congress, President Johnson emphasized the need to start and 
rehabilitate an average of 2.6 million private housing units per annum 
over the next 10 years. Records of the housing construction industry 
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in the United States at that time showed the industry had not supplied 
over 1.5 million housing units per year during the preceding ten years. 
Thus, a new and faster approach to building construction was urgently 
needed. 
The housing shortage in the United States in 1968 was similar to 
that of Europe after World War II. Post World War Europe experienced 
a severe housing shortage, especially for low-income groups. 
The European countrie~ investigation of alternative methods of 
construction showed precast prestressed concrete systems buildings 
construction to reduce the cost of materials and labor. In addition, 
savings in time of construction due to mass production of structural 
elements was also determined. Thus, United States government agencies 
and institutions interested in industrialized concrete buildings had 
to carry out a thorough review of the European experience before 
developing or even approving most of the systems buildings in use in 
the United States today. 
Development of Concrete 
Systems Buildings 
Since 1946, the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) which is now 
part of the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD) has been involved in the evaluation and acceptance of manufac-
tured and prefabricated housing. The FHA issued Structural Engineering 
Bulletins (SEB's) since there were no codes guiding this type of con-
struction practice. 
Three building systems developed in the North American continent 
since the 1960 1 s have overcome the many constraints of residential 
construction. They provide aesthetically and functionally flexible 
buildings which are also economically feasible. 
Habitat '67, developed in Canada is described by Fuller (8) as 
II an exciting architectural utilization of prefabricated modules 
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for residential construction; an escape from the typical staid cracker-
box type of system." 
Another system developed at approximately the same time was by 
H. B. Zachry Company of San Antonio, Texas. This was a box module sys-
tem. A crash program was required involving the use of· a checkerboard 
pattern of modules for the 21 story, 500 room Hilton Palacio del Rio. 
Construction had to be completed in nine months so the hotel could be 
ready for occupancy by April, 1968 for the opening of the Hemisfair. 
The first module was cast on August 15, 1967, while the final module 
was in place on December 20 of the same year. 
The third system's building was developed by the Illinois Ins-
titute of Technology Research Institute (!ITRI), through a demonstra-
tion grant awarded in 1967 by HUD (9). This study included an 
extensive survey of industrialized building methods used throughout 
the world. The system selected was a three dimensional open-top, 
concrete box module similar in concept to the H. B. Zachry System. 
A ten-story building with 78 apartments was modeled and several box 
unit models were tested. 
Operation Breakthrough 
On May 8, 1969, the United States Department of Housing and Urban 
Development announced a very comprehensive program to encourage indus-
trialized housing concepts in the United States (8). The program, 
17 
"Operation Breakthrough" (10, 11}, was a total development program to 
resolve a multitude of problems associated with mass production of 
quality housing. It was to use modern design technology and contem-
porary approaches to financing, marketing, land use and management. 
The major objective of the program was to show that producers of 
housing in volume could realize economies of scale. 
Operation breakthrough consisted of the three main phases listed 
below: 
Phase I: Design phase which required that a precast concrete 
systems building met all the structural design criteria 
as specified by HUD. 
Phase II: Construction of a structurally sound system. All the 
construction problems associated with the system were 
identified and resolved where possible. 
Phase III: Private systems building companies were authorized by 
HUD to produce the systems buildings which had met the 
requirements of Phase I and Phase II. 
Evaluation of European Systems 
Realizing the great potential of the United States housing market, 
some European systems developers soon formed affiliations in this 
country. In January, 1968, the Cebus System was submitted to HUD, 
through the sponsorship of Laurel Concrete Products, Inc., Maryland. 
The Cebus System was designed by Tadjar and Cohen, based on a June 
1966 French document "Joint Di rec ti ves for the Acceptance of Building 
Systems with Large and Heavy Panels," by Cahiers du Centre Scientif-
ique et Technique du Batiment. On May 29, 1968, HUD issued Structural 
Engineering Bulletin (SEB} No. 455 to accept the Cebus System. 
Other European Systems which were studied by HUD are listed 
be 1 ow ( 1 2 , 13} : 
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1. Balency (Thamesmead Project) 
2. Bison (Concrete Limited) 
3. Camus (Camus, Gt. Britain, Limited) 
4. Coignet (Construction Edmond Coignet) 
5. Laing (John Laing Construction Co.) 
6. Tracoba (Industrialized Building Systems) 
7. Wates (Wates Limited) 
The Advantages of Precast, Prestressed 
Concrete Construction 
The development of precast, prestressed concrete construction as 
a major segment of the construction industry since the 1950 1 s has 
occurred due to its many advantages (14). One primary advantage is the 
reduction in formwork costs. Depending on geometrical configuration, 
size, material, labor, and the number of reuses, the cost of concrete 
forms vary from 33-1/3% to 60% of the total cost of each cubic yard of 
reinforced concrete in place. In most precast, prestressed concrete 
operations, forms can be used many times, thus drastically reducing 
formwork cost per use. Construction site labor costs can also be very 
much reduced by precast construction. Fuller (8) notes that construc-
tion labor could be reduced by 30 to 50% through the systems building 
approach. Other advantages of precast, prestressed concrete construc-
tion are listed below: 
(1) The use of high tensile strength steel and high compressive 
strength concrete permits the use of smaller sections and 
less steel and concrete in prestressed components. Smaller 
sections also provide smaller dead loads (1). 
(2) The use of high strength materials and the consequent 
reduction in dead load further extends the scope of use of 
precast, prestressed concrete components by making longer 
spans possible and by substantially increasing the load 
carrying capacity of members. 
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(3) Precasting operations are usually conducted at ground level. 
This ensures close supervision of placing of concrete so 
that better quality control is provided. 
(4) In many precast, prestressed concrete plants, precasting 
operations are accomplished in an enclosure. In such plants, 
the interruption of production due to bad weather is reduced. 
(5) Reduction in labor costs is one of the major advantages of 
precast, prestressed concrete construction. Due to mechan-
ization, less labor is required to build precast, prestressed 
concrete structures than cast-in-place reinforced concrete 
structures. Fuller (8) noted that in most European countries 
the construction site labor force can be reduced at least 
50% and that box-type building systems in the U.S.S.R. showed 
a reduction as high as 80%. 
(6) In the construction industry, reduction in time usually 
results in reduction of costs. A fast construction procedure 
provides at least three advantages: 
(i) Banks and other financial institutions show more 
interest for financial support for a construction 
project using such a procedure. 
(ii) Early completion of a facility to allow early use of 
if for rental property, a hotel or a restaurant could 
result in early recovery of a substantial part of the 
invested capital. 
(iii) Early completion of a project financed by borrowed 
money would normally reduce the interest costs. 
The literature on precast, prestressed concrete 
construction is replete with accounts of its savings 
in construction time (14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21). 
Some Historic and Current Problems Associated 
with Precast, Prestressed 
Concrete Construction 
The availability of adequate lifting and transportation equipment 
was one of the problems associated with early precast concrete construc-
tion. Although the use of fewer heavier precast components reduces 
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handling and erection labor, a precast component may not be heavier 
than the capacity of the largest available lifting and transportation 
equipment. Since heavy and economical equipments were not always 
available, the sizes of precast components were often limited. 
Precast, prestressed concrete structures generally require extra 
design effort and a higher level of competency in structural design 
than ordinary reinforced concrete structures. Connections for precast, 
prestressed concrete structures require very careful design. In addi-
tion, every phase of the precast, prestressed concrete construction 
process must be prograrrmed into a coordinated sequence of activities. 
Lack of Uniformity among Design Codes 
The absence of appropriate building codes and design standards 
has also retarded the progress of precast, prestressed concrete con-
struction. Building codes differ from one political subdivision to 
another. For example, on the issue of live load requirements, 01 Arey 
(22) noted that in Oak Brook, Illinois, the code requirement for live 
load was 50 lbs per square foot which could be reduced for large 
supporting members down to 35 lbs per square foot. In the geograph-
ically close cities of Milwaukee and Chicago, a design for a super-
imposed live load of 75 lbs per square foot was required. Thus in a 
90 mile radius, the specified design load in one area requires over 
twice the amount in another area for identical forms of loading. This 
lack of uniformity in live load design requirements forces the manu-
facturer of precast concrete components to assume the strictest code 
requirements within his marketing area. The assumption of the 
strictest code requirements tends to escalate the cost of precast 
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concrete components and thereby reduce their popularity among contrac-
tors and builders. 
Conflicting Highway Requirements on the Weight 
and Dimensions of Precast Members 
The transportation of precast concrete components to erection sites 
is subject to many regulations regarding the use of the highway. Strin-
gent transportation regulations tend to limit the sizes of precast con-
crete components and consequently the ability of a manufacturer to 
service an optimum marketing area. Various states have differing limi-
tations on the widths of loads which can be allowed on the highway. A 
manufacturer of precast components in any one state may be confronted 
with different restrictions in adjoining states within his marketing 
area. Shipping widths as large as eight feet are generally permitted 
in all state and interstate highways. However, this eight feet upper 
limit can be extended up to 10 feet, 12 feet and even up to 14 feet in 
some states or among cities within the same state. 
Most states allow lengths as large as 55 feet without special 
permit while others require that any length larger than 55 feet have 
special permit and escorts front and back and to limit travel to certain 
times of the day. Other states require only a simple permit for lengths 
larger than 70 feet. 
Other limitations usually imposed on the transportation of precast 
concrete components are load limits and height limits. Although the 
general load limit is 20 tons to 22 tons, some states allow loads as 
large as 100 tons. A gross height (including height of truck and load) 
of 13 feet 6 inches can be transported without permit in some states 
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while others place a maximum limit at 12 feet. 
The lack of uniformity among codes makes the standardization of 
precast concrete components difficult. Standardization can increase 
the scope of application of precast concrete components and even en-
hance the expansion of the marketing area of a components manufacturer. 
Standardization can also reduce the cost of concrete forms. In an 
Engineering News Record (EHR) report (14), it was noted that if form 
manufacturers could follow a single pattern for any particular item 
for all customers, the cost of forms would decrease by 20%. Limiting 
the sizes of components increases the number of pieces required to 
construct a structure. Handling and erection labor, the number of 
joints and the quantity of materials needed to seal the joints, as 
well as the design effort, all increase with increase in the number 
of pieces. The result is an increase in the cost of a precast con-
crete structure, thus making it less competitive with other methods of 
construction. 
Transportation cost is another problem associated with precast 
concrete building construction. Fuller (8) counsels that transpor-
tation distances be kept to a minimum, preferably to a maximum travel 
of one day round trips. Travel distances longer than one day round 
trips result in excessive transportation costs. 
' 
Some Economic Considerations in the Planning 
of a Concrete Systems Building Enterprise 
One of the requirements for the success of a concrete systems 
building company is the existence of a large market to insure a 
large scale of production. Reliable market data which can distinguish 
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between need and effective demand (23) must be accumulated before 
initiating a systems building enterprise. Reliable marketing infor-
mation should state the number of building contracts that can be placed 
with the building industry. A systems building company should secure 
some contract agreement to insure adequate production volume for a 
reasonable time in the immediate future. 
Concrete systems operations require high investments in manufac-
turing and transporting equipment. Unless a systems building company 
can be assured large production volume and continuity, high invest-
ments in equipment may not be economically justifiable. 
Most concrete systems building companies in the United States use 
steel forms in their plant operations. These steel forms generally 
last from three and one-half to four years. Since the geometry of the 
forms affects both the aesthetic appeal and the manufacturing and 
handling problems associated with precast concrete components, it 
becomes an economic requirement for a concrete systems company to 
exercise sound judgement in the choice of forms. 
Different geometrical shapes have different structural properties 
which affect the cost of the precast concrete components differently. 
Bryan (24) notes that in the United States, the double tee is being 
displaced by hollow core slabs for spans less than 30 feet. In 
selecting members for longer spans, Bryan states that for spans under 
80 feet the deep double tee is preferred over the single tee. 
The local construction requirements as well as the management of 
the construction resources within the precasting plant affect different 
geometrical shapes in different ways. This is why experts in the pre-
cast concrete construction industry have conflicting views on the 
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economics of certain geometrical shapes or modules. For instance, 
Fuller (8), a structural engineer for HUD-FHA, states that box-module 
systems have the most difficulty in sustaining long-,term success. On 
the contrary, the Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute 
(IITRI) concluded from a HUD-sponsored research project (9) that box-
like modular systems were the ultimate solution to the United States 
housing shortage problem. A survey conducted by the ENR showed that 
the double tee was the United States precast concrete 11 ••• industry's 
bread and butter product" (14). Dr. Gifford (25) of Concrete Limited, 
Great Gritain, who disagrees with the ENR survey (14) has this to say 
about double tees: 
A particular point which has always intrigued the author, 
and on which he would welcome comments, is the complete 
absence of double tees from Concrete Limited's products as 
sold--and the virtual absence of double tees as competition--
various firms have, and some sti 11 do, make these units but 
they in no way are serious competition; we offer the unit 
but even on very large contracts it has never met the grade; 
Since views differ on the economics of certain geometrical shapes, 
the selection of concrete fonns for a new concrete systems building 
enterprise should be made only after a thorough evaluation of the local 
construction and structural problems affecting the economics of all 
geometrical shapes which are candidates for selection. 
CHAPTER III 
APPLICATIONS OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING TO 
CIVIL ENGINEERING PROBLEMS 
Linear Programming (LP) is one of the most widely used mathemat-
ical decision tools in the optimization of scarce and valuable re-
sources. Dantzig shows that before 1947 it was unknown although 
Fourier may have recognized its potential in 1823 (3). Its popuiar 
acceptance as a mathematical decision tool since 1947 is due· to the 
following factors: 
1. The development of electronic computers which reduce the 
computational burden required of manual solution of large 
sets of mathematical equations. 
2. The development of the simplex algorithm by Dantzig. 
Since the late 1950's, the interest of Civil Engineers in linear 
programming has grown very rapidly. This interest has been demon-
strated by the publication of numerous research papers in which linear 
programming has been used to solve a wide range of optimization prob-
lems in Civil Engineering practice. Structural Engineering, Engineering 
Mechanics, Traffic Engineering, Hydraulics and Hydrology, and to a much 
less degree, Construction Management, are among the areas of Civil 
Engineering in which many reaiistic optimization problems have been 
solved using linear programming techniques. 
This chapter reviews the literature relating to the applications 
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of linear programming in the various areas of Civil Engineering. The 
inertia of the construction industry towards a popular adoption of 
quantitative management techniques is also discussed. 
Ramstad and Wang (26) and Moses (27) used linear programming to 
optimize the design of framed structures such as trusses, continuous 
beams·and rigid frames. The objective of their linear programming 
model was to mini'mize the weight of the designed structure, subject to 
all allowable stress and displacement requirements. The computerized 
solution technique to the LP model is iterative. Thus, from a given 
solution, the solution variables are computed and used subsequently to 
modify the design parameters from a preceding acceptable solution to 
minimize the total weight of the structure. The iterations are termi-
nated when no more significant reductions in the overall weight of 
the structure can be realized by additional iterations. 
Reinschmidt and Norabhoompipat (28) and Farshi and Schmit (29) 
also studied the problem of optimizing the· design of framed structures 
from the viewpoint of a global optimum. Farshi and Schmit demonstrated 
that the iinear programming approach, when applied to a limited class 
of structures and failure modes, does offer an opportunity to obtain 
the global optimum design. Reinschmidt and Norabhoompipat proved that 
the linear programming optimization teahnique is a satisfactory method 
for seeking global optimums of structural design optimization problems. 
Grierson and Gladwel (30) have presented a kinematic approach to 
the collapse load analysis of framed structures using linear program-
ming. The object of the analysis was to determine the smallest load 
factor for which a collapse mechanism forms, subject to the following 
requirements: 
1. The bending moments at every critical section of the 
structure are in equilibrium with the factored loads. 
2. A sufficient number of plastic hinges have formed at the 
critical sections to transform the whole structure, or any 
part of it, into a collapse mechanism. 
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3. The fully p1astic moment is not exceeded at any critical 
section of the structure. Consideration of all possible 
combinations of elementary mechanisms and hence, all possible 
collapse modes, was essential to the analysis. 
Baldur (31} has demonstrated the application of an iterative method 
of optimizing a nonlinear multidimeH~ional objective function subject 
to nonlinear inequality constraints to the design of structures. The 
method uses a sequence of linearized programs technique. The iterative 
procedure converges to the final point through a series of intermediate 
solutions in the feasible design hyperspace, which are least critical 
in regard to the linearized boundries. Every cycle of the iterative 
method solves a linear programming model problem. No transformations 
of the original problem specifications are required, thus al1owing 
the engineer to exercise practical and intuitive judgement on the 
results during any stage of the solution process. 
Cohn et al. (32) treated the analysis and design of plastic 
frames subjected to fixed, alternative and shake down loadings, as a 
linear programming problem. Both static and.kinematic approaches were 
used in the analysis. 
Abdel et al. {33) and Cohn and Rafay (34) have presented a linear 
programming formulation of second order collapse load analysis of 
elastic-plastic frames. In addition to the requirements of the 
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analytic technique used by Grierson and Gladwel (30), the method used 
by Abdel (·33) further includes the following: 
l. The influence of axial forces on plastic moment capacities 
and on member flexibilities, 
2. The secondary momemts created through the interaction of 
axial forces and deformations. 
The solution method is iterative and starts from an upper-bou~d 
estimate to the failure load, with the solution to the problem being 
either equal to or a lower-bound estimate of the true failure load. 
The Cohn and Rafay (34) model also uses linear and nonlinear 
programming techniques in conjunction with linearized and curvilinear 
yield conditions, respectively. 
Kalinowski and Pilkey (35) have presented a deterministic, 11near 
programming formulation of the problem of designing for incompletely 
prescribed dynamic loading. The Kalinowski formulation treats both 
steady-state vibrations and transient systems in which the structural 
equations of motion are linear. The computational procedure is 
iterative with the analysis at each iteration being a worst disturbance 
analysis. 
Thakkar (36) formulated the design of non-cylinder composite 
prestressed concrete pressure pipes as a linear programming problem. 
The objective of the design was to minimize the cost of the pipes, 
subject to transient loading and possible service load combinations. 
Many problems associated with the control of traffic in street 
network systems and inter-state highway designs have been investi-
gated using LP models. 
Killin (37) presented a general method by wh"ich linear programming 
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may be applied to traffic estimation relating to interchange design. 
The LP model was based on a case study of the proposed interchange of 
the Federal Aid Interstate Route (F.A.I.) 03 with U.S. 50 near Seymour, 
Indiana. The desire to make a traffic movement was given a weight. 
The objective function expression was the linear sum of the products 
of these weights and the corresponding traffic volumes which make the 
movements. The objective function was maximized to yield the maximum 
traffic flow through the interchange. A lower bound was specified for 
the volume of traffic making any one of the possible movements. 
Pfnnel and Satterly (38) applied a linear programming model, the 
multi-copy missing model, developed by A. Charnes and W. W. Cooper, to 
the solution of the problem of arterial street analysis. The freeway 
volume was held at or below a fixed amount and thence developed the 
resulting optimum flow which was used to illustrate the LP formulation. 
Wattleworth and Shuldiner (39) have demonstrated the application 
of linear programming to the assignment of· traffic to routes in a net-
work when the origins and destinations of the trips are known. An 
example of a network is presented on which no capacity restraint is 
placed on any of the links. An intersection model that permits time 
penalties to be assigned to individual turning maneuvers within the 
intersection was also presented. Charnes and Cooper (40, 41) have 
given a linear programming formulation of the traffic assignment 
problem in which capacity restraints on any set of links, in addition 
to the origin-destination requirements, may be satisfied. 
Many papers involving the optimization of water supply systems 
by linear programming have also been published since the late 1960 1 s. 
In 1969, Gupta (42) analysed a water pipe line system with a single 
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source of supply. He formulated various combinations of pipe sizes and 
used a linear prograrrming model to select the combination that minimizes 
the cost of pipe lines~ subject to the requirements that customer demand 
for water usage and supply pressure be satisfied. Case and White (43) 
solved the same problem as Gupta but made specific provisions for the 
head losses in both the objective function expression and in the con-
straint inequalities. 
Gupta, et al. (44) designed an optimum water distribution system 
using linear programming. This later formulation differs from the 
earlier work of Gupta (42) in that multiple supply points were used. 
Also the later paper uses an analogy of electrical nebmrk theory 
along with an algorithm developed in the paper. A water pi.pe line 
system with two supply sources were used to i 11 ustrate the LP for·-
mul at ion. 
Yeh and Becker (45) applied linear programming to the parameter 
identification problem for unsteady open channel flow. They combined 
the linear prograrmning with the influence coefficient technique. 
Stephenson (46) has demonstrated a method of planning complex 
water resources projects using the principle of decomposition of 
linear programs. He used the Vaal and Tugela River Basins in South 
Africa as illustrative examples. A linear programming model was for-
mulated for each river basin, and links between basins were incor-
porated in a master program. The objectives -of the LP formulations 
were to optimize electric power plant capacity, reservoir capacities, 
and a water distribution pattern. The basin programs as well as the 
master program were solved successively numerous times before an 
optimum solution was obtained. 
The Attitude of the Construction Industry 
to Mathematical Models 
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The indictment of the construction industry for lack of growth in 
productivity is well documented in the literature (47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 
52). Invariably, a concomitant of this indictment is the enumeration 
of suspect factors which are claimed to be partly responsible for this 
lack of growth in productivity. For instance, the construction in-
dustry is traditionally unenthusiastic about the use of mathematical 
models even where such models have been known to yield substantial 
managerial and financial advantages {53). 
In order to determine the attitude of the construction industry 
for the use of mathematica1 models, a survey of 23 construction firms 
was conducted by Adrian (47). The survey revealed a widespread lack 
of faith in mathematical modeis by members of the construction industry. 
Although 23 construction firms is not an accurate representation of the 
entire construction industry, the findings shown below indicate a slow 
acceptance of mathematical models. 
The survey revealed that models such as tables for estimation of 
construction quantities were the most popular among the contractors 
covered in the survey. In fact, over 60% of the contractors used 
estimating models or tables of quantities. Network models which were 
used by over 43% of the contractors was second in popularity to 
estimating tables of quantities. The survey also revealed that network 
models were used rr~re as project planning tools than as method models. 
Linear programming was used by only two of the 23 firms interviewed in 
the survey. 
Some of the reasons given by the contractors for this lack of 
faith in mathematical models were the following (47): 
1. Contractors' lack of knowledge of models and their applica-
tions. 
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2. Contractors' belief that models were inappropriate in their 
application to the construction industry. 
3. Contractors' fear that the cost of implementing a model would 
exceed its benefits. 
4. Contractors' fear that the models would conflict with union 
work rules and industry practices. 
In 1965, Robinson (54) conducted a survey of 500 (mostly small) 
general contractors to evaluate their attitude towards the use of the 
critical path method (CPM). The survey showed that these companies 
were, in general, not using CPM and concl!Jded that CPM use in the 
industry was concentrated almost exclusively among a relatively small 
number of large construction firms with annual volumes of construction 
over $10,000,000. 
A decade after Robinson's survey, Davis (53) surveyed the top 400 
U.S. construction firms to ascertain CPM use in those firms. The 
survey showed that not all those large companies were using network 
methods. The reasons given for the non-use of CPM were very similar 
to those already stated in Adrian's survey (47). 
The author is persuaded that as contractors become more familiar 
with mathematical models and as the models become better adapted to 
the needs of the construction industry, the popularity of these models 
among construction contractors will grow. However, the diversity of 
the construction business and the great disparity in the levels of 
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training of construction contractors will continue to be impediments 
to the popular adoption of mathematical models, at least for some time. 
Linear Programming Applications in 
Construction Management 
The remainder of this chapter presents brief summaries of linear 
programming applications in construction management. 
A linear programming {LP) formulation of the project critical 
path network problem has been published by Charnes and Cooper (55), 
using network flow principles. Specifically, the formulation starts 
with a project precedence diagram, having activities on arrows. The 
project activities constitute the decision variables and the estimated 
mean activities' durations are the objective function co·efficients of 
the decision variables. 
Constraint equations are established by applying Kirchoff's law 
at every intermediate node. This implies that the algebraic sum of 
the flows in and out of every intermediate node is equal to zero. A 
unit positive flow is considered to be incident on the first node and 
a unit negative flow is assumed to flow out of the last node. 
A maximum value of the objective function is then obtained to 
yield the project network critical path. 
The Charnes, Cooper LP model has been applied to the time - cost 
trade-off problem of a project critical path-network (56, 57, 58). 
However, much simpler techniques for computing the critical path and 
the necessary project network statistics have been well documented in 
the literature (59, 60, 61). 
The bidding problem has been formulated as a linear programming 
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problem by Stark (62). The objective of the formulation was to 
maximize the present worth of all expected future revenue accruing from 
payments on completed portions of a construction project, subject to 
the following three constraints: 
1. The Bid Amount Constraint 
2. The Unit Bid Constraints 
3. The Rate Payment Constraints. 
Upper and lower bounds were imposed on the values of the unit bid 
quantities. The Stark LP model has been published by Mayer et al. 
(63). 
Ritter and Shaffer (64) treated the problem of blending natural 
earth deposits for granular embankment or base course in highway con-
struction, as an LP problem. A solution to the LP model yields the 
quantities of each available natural earth deposit to be blended to 
produce the desired material at least cost to the constructor. An 
actual blending problem involving granular materials was used to 
demonstrate the use of the LP model. 
A very interesting application of linear programming to the 
problem of planning a highway grading operation has been presented by 
Shaffer (65). The objective of the LP model was to determine which 
items of earth moving equipment in any selected contractor 1 s equipment 
spread should be used on a grading operation. In addition, the LP 
model was to determine the combinations of equipment that should be 
used, when, where, and for what lengths of time the equipment should 
be used, in order to perform the grading operation on any project for 
the least total cost. Shaffer used a hypothetical, small-scale grading 
project to explain and demonstrate the necessary formulations. The 
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hypothetical problem included: 
a. The earthwork quantity 
b. Equipment combinations 
c. Available equipment times 
d. Capital restrictions 
e. Project completion time. 
The extensive review of literature in this chapter shows that 
linear programming is a versatile optimization technique. However, it 
is not a cure-all for every optimization problem in Civil Engineering 
practice. To apply it to most practical problems, one needs to acquire 
a thorough understanding of the prob1em to be modelled as well as the 
techniques of LP formulation. 
The next two chapters of this treatise discuss the problem of 
selecting precast concrete components for a precast concrete systems 
building company, by linear programming. Both the LP model formulation 
and its application to the operations of an existing precast concrete 




A precast concrete systems building company, the Progressive 
Concrete Company (PCC), wants to select precast concrete forms to be 
installed at a new plant location. The company can afford to purchase 
only a limited number of steel forms. 
The cost of a completed building is influenced very much by the 
geometry of the forms. Therefore, in order to remain competit·ive, the 
company needs to invest money only in those geometrical shapes \'Jhich 
will ensure a minimum cost for a completed building. 
The objective of the linear programming study is to select optimum 
combination(s) of steel forms which will enable the firm to satisfy 
the widest possible market for precast concrete systems buildings and 
precast concrete shapes, and which will ensure that the firm remains 
competitive. Since the PCC's systems buildings consist of seven major 
categories of precast components: flbor, roof, wall, beam, center 
service core, stair and stair landing, there must be one form for each 
category. The PCC management planning problt:>m is to select which forms 
in each category w'ill produce the lowest cost building, taking into 
account highway load requirements, local building codes, and construc-
tion labor union contractual agreements. 
In addition to taking full cognizance of a11 significant 
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construction requirements at the area of the plant location, the solu-
tion to the linear programming model must accomplish the following: 
1. Select the combination(s) of precast, prestressed concrete 
components which are the most economical for the PCC to 
manufacture at the chosen plant location. 
2. Verify if the increase in the story height of a building 
affects the selection of the most economical combination(s). 
3. Since the PCC may sometimes transport its precast concrete 
components hundreds of miles away from their precasting 
plant, to establish the influence, if any, which the distance 
of a building from the precasting plant has on the selection 
of the most economical cornbination(s). 
For purposes of applying quantitative techniques to the solution 
of the PCC management problem, and also accomplishing the above three 
objectives, it was necessary to categorize the types of precast concrete 
systems buildings which were candidates for selection. The bases for 
categorization were height (number of stories) and distance from the 
precasting concrete plant. Five heights were considered: 1, 2, 3, 4, 
or 5 stories, and three distances: up to 75 miles, 75 miles to 150 
miles, 150 up to 225 miles. Since there are five story heights and 
three distances, there are 15 categories of buildings for which 
solutions were obtained. 
For each of the 15 categories of buildings. a linear programming 
model v1as formulated. Linear constraint functions were formulated to 
represent limitations on the following: Prestressing Steel Tendons 
(number of lineal feet); Refoforcing Steel Bars (number of pounds); 
Types of Concrete (cubic yards); Concrete Blocks (number of blocks in 
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the building); Plant Labor (number of man hours in precasting the con~ 
crete); Erection Labor (number of man hours in erecting both the block 
walls and precast wall panels); Number of Truck Loads to transport the 
precast concrete components to the erection site. The decision vari-
ables of the LP models were derived from 48 different combinations of 
precast, prestressed concrete components, each combination including a 
type of precast concrete component from each of the seven major cate-
gories of precast components. Each LP model was solved as a cost 
minimization. 
Results were obtained in two stages for each of the 15 building 
categories by formulating four different LP models for each category, 
or 60 LP solutions in all. For each of the 15 categories of buildings 
an LP was formulated in which three optimal combinations had to be 
selected. Subsequently, the selection of optimal combinatio~s was 
limited to one selection. This was repeated two more times, thus 
providing a ranking (1st, 2nd and 3rd choices) of the three most 
optimal combinations for each of the 15 categories of buildings. 
Formulation of Decision Variables 
To formulate the decision variables, all precast, prestressed 
concrete components that constitute the systems buildings are classi~ 








Since each of these groups perform a definite function in the 
building, they will be designated as functional groups. Table I 
illustrates the relationship between functional groups and precast 




FUNCTIONAL GROUPS AND THEIR PRECAST 
CONCRETE COMPONENTS 
Precast Concrete Components 
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l Wall Double Tee Wall Panel, Fl at Wall Panel, Blocks 
and Accessories 
2 Floor Double Tee Floor Slab, Flat Floor Slab 
3 Beam L-Beam, Rectangular Beam 
4 Center Core Core Wa 11 Panel, Core Box 
5 Roof Double Tee Roof Slab, Flat Roof Slab 
6 Stair Landing Stair Landing 
7 Stair Frame Stair- Frame 
A functional group must contain at least two alternative precast 
concrete components before those components can be relevant to the model 
formulation. Ail precast concrete components which belong to the same 
functional group are said to be mutually exclusive alternatives. This 
means that in coniliining the components to make up a building, one and 
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only one member of a functional group may belong to such a combination. 
Furthermore, a combination is deemed to be complete only if it incor-
porates one relevant precast concrete component from each functional 
group which has relevant components. 
Table I shows that Stair Frame is the only member of the function-
al group named !!Stair Frame". Since it is the only member of that 
functional group it is irrelevant to the analysis to follow. In con-
trast, Flat Floor Slabs and Double Tee Floor Slabs which all belong 
to the same functional group named 11 Floor 11 are mutually exclusive 
alternatives and are therefore relevant to the model development. 
A building alternative is a combination of relevant precast con-
crete components formed with one component com"ing from each and every 
functional group possessing relevant components. In addition, a 
building alternative which is further identified by its story height 
and its distance in miles from the precasting plant of the PCC is 
named a decision variable. 
There are five functional groups in Table I which hav2 mutually 
exclusive precast concrete components. Since components can be 
chosen only one at a time from all five functional groups to form a 
combination, it follows that there are: 
(NPC1)(NPC2)---(NPCr)---(NPC5) 
combinations (building alternatives), where: 
NPC r = Number of Precast Concrete components in a functional group r. 
r = 1, ---, 5. 
Fu~thermorP., there 3re: 
decision variables, where 
H = the total number of story heights studied in the 
investigation, 
= 5. 
L = the total number of building locations used in the 
model formulation, 
= 3. 
Implicit in the above formulation is the assumption that every 
building alternative and decision variable meet all the structural 
design and construction requirements at the given plant location. 
A Mathematical Statement of the 
Linear Programming Model 
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E C·X· J J 
j=l 
Subject to: n E 
j=l 
a .. x.:b., 








Xj 0, j=l, ... ,n. 
Xj is integer. 
= the total plant cost plus transportation and erection 
costs of all precast concrete eomponents used in the 




a decision variable j. 
the total number of decision variables. 
UH'! amount of resource i required to make a 11 precast 
components in a decision variable j. 
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bj = the total available quantity b, of a resource type i. 
m = · the total number of resources used in the model formulation. 
: means .::_, =, ~-
The linear sum, 
n 
E C.X., 
j=l J J 
is called the objective function or the merit function. It is a mathe-
matical statement of the criterion on which the decision to select a 
decision variable is based. The decision to select any decision vari-
able Xj is subject to the requirements that all the inequalities and 
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equations: E C.X., the constraint functions, be satisfied. Both the 
j=l J J 
merit function and the constraint functions are linear. There are m 
linear constraint functions used in the model. In the sequel, the words 
equations and inequalities will be used interchangeably unless there is 
need for a more specific usage. 
It is significant to note that in the mathematical statement of 
the model, all the decision variables are constrained to take on only 
integer values. A linear programming model in which all decision 
variables must take on only integer values is named an integer linear 
prograrruning (ILP) model. If some, but not all of the decision vari-
ables are integer, then the LP model is named a mixed integer linear 
programming (MILP) model. The LP model developed in this treatise is 
an !LP model . 
Many managerial planning and decision problems involving choices 
between alternatives require that 11yes-no 11 , or 11 go-no-go 11 decisions be 
made regarding the alternatives. Capital budgeting, plant location, 
critical path scheduling with resource constraints, are among such 
decision problems. The art and science of linear programming have 
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developed the techniques for formulating such decision problems as 
ILP problems. The decision variables Xj of such problems are invari-
ably subject to the requirement that: 
Xj = { 01 if alternative j is chosen otherwise. 
The decision variables of the model developed in the present 
investigation are constrained to be 11 zero or one 11 only. Decision 
variables of this type are oftentimes called 11 zero-one 11 variables. 
Furthermore, the name 11 dummy 11 variables (66) is frequently used to 
emphasize the fact that these variables serve only as indicators as 
to whether or not particular alternatives are chosen or rejected. 
CHAPTER V 
MODEL VALIDATION 
The model formulation presented in Chapter IV is now app1ied to 
the operations of an actual precast concrete systems building company, 
the Progressive Concrete Company (PCC). Since the model is being 
adapted to an already existing precast concrete systems building com-
pany, only those operational constraints which are relevant to the 
operational circumstances of the PCC are included in the formulated 
model. 
A table of functional groups and their respective precast con-
crete components as they exist in the PCC is first presented. This 
presentation is then followed by a formulation of all distinct building 
alternatives. 
Functional Groups and Precast 
Concrete Components 
There are seven functional groups which are used by the PCC. Only 
five of the seven functional groups have at least two precast concrete 
components. Members of groups six and seven shown in Table II do not 
contain more than one precast concrete component and will not be used 
in the present va1 idation analysis. 
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TABLE II 
FUNCTIONAL GROUPS AND THEIR PRECAST 
CONCRETE COMPONENTS 
Functional Group 
No. Name Precast Concrete Components 
1 Wall Double Tee Wall Panel, Flat Wall Panel, 
Blocks and Accessories 
2 Floor Double Tee Floor Slab, Flat Floor Slab 
3 Beam L-Beam, Rectangular Beam 
4 Center Core Core Wall Panel, Core Box 
5 Roof Double Tee Roof Slab, Flat Roof Slab 
6 Stair Landing Stair Landing 
7 Stair Frame Stair Frame 
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The following symbols will be used to represent the precast con-
crete components which make up a building alternative 
DTWP = Double Tee Wall Panel 
FWP = Fl at wa 11 panel 
CB - Concrete Blocks, Concrete Block Beams, and Columns 
which are used with block walls 
OTFS -·- Double Tee Floor Slab 
FFS = Flat Floor Slab 
LS = L-Beam 
RB = Rectangular Beam 
cw = Central Core Wall Panel 
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BOX = Central Core Box 
DTRS = Double Tee Roof Slab 
FRS = Flat Roof Slab 
SL = Stair Landing 
SF = Stair Frame 
There are a total of (3)(2)(2)(2)(2) = 48 building alternatives. 
All the building alternatives and their relevant precast concrete 
components are presented in Table I1I. 
Decision Variables Representation 
A decision variable is a building alternative which has been 
identified by its story height and location. A typical notation for 
a decision variable is shown below. 
[ x I j 




For the decision variable X.hL 
J 
j = l ' 2' ... ' 48 
h L 
1 t_ Location number 
Lstory height 
·=The serial number shown in Table III, of the building alternative 
from which the decision variable was formulated. 
h = Story height of the building alternative from which the decision 
variable was formulated. 




























BUILDING ALTERNATIVES AND THEIR RELEVANT 
PRECAST CONCRETE COMPONENTS 
Building 
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Relevant Precas t Concrete Compor.ents Alternative Relevant Precast .Concrete Components 
OTWP. DTFS, LB. CW, DTRS X25 DTWP, DTFS, LB. CW, FRS 
OTWP, DTFS, LB. BOX, DTRS X26 DTWP, DTFS, LB, BOX, FRS 
or~r. DTFS, RB, cw, DTRS X27 On.IP, DTFS, RB, CW, FRS 
DTWP, DTFM, RB, BOX, DTRS X2B DTWP, DTFS, RB, BOX, FRS 
DTWP, FFS, LB, CW, DTRS X29 OTWP, FFS, LB, CW, FRS 
D'iWP, FFS, LB, BOX, DTRS XJO DTWP, FFS, LB, BOX, FRS 
DTWP, FFS, RB, CW, DTRS X31 DTWP, FFS, RB, CW, FRS 
DTWP, FFS, RB, BOX, DTRS X32 DTWP, FFS, RB. BOX, FRS 
FWM, DTFS, LB, CW, DTRS X33 FWP, DTFS, LB, CW, FRS 
FWP, DTFS, LB, BOX. DTRS X34 FWP, DTFS, LB, BOX, FRS 
FWP, DTFS, RB, CW, DTRS :05 FWP, DTFS, RB, CW, FRS 
FWP, OFFS, RB, BOX, DTRS X36 FWP, DTFS, RB, BOX, FRS 
FWP, FFS, LB, CW, OTRS X37 FWP, FFS, LB, CW, FRS 
FWP, FFS, LB, BOX, DTRS X38 FWP, FFS, LB. BOX, FRS 
FWP, FFS, RB, CW, OTRS X39 FWP, FFS, LB, CW, FRS 
FWP, FFS, RB, BOX, DTRS X40 FWP, FFS, RB, BOX, FRS 
CB , DTFS , LB , CW, OTRS X41 CB, DTFS, LB, CW, FRS 
CB, DTFS, LB, BOX, DTRS X42 CB, DTFS, LB, BOX, FRS 
CB, DTFS, RB, CW, DTRS X43 CB, DTFS, RB, CW, FRS 
CB, DTFS, P.B, BOX, DTRS X44 CB, DTFS, RB, BOX, FRS 
CB, FFS, LB, CW, DTRS . X45 CB, FFS, LB, CW, FRS 
CB, fFS, LB, BOX, DTRS X46 CB, FFS, LB, BOX, FRS 
CB , FFS , RB , CW, DTRS X47 CB, FFS, RB, CW. FRS 
CB, FFS, RB, BOX, OTRS X4S CB, FFS, RB, BOX, FRS 
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L = location of the building alternative 
=1,2,3. 
The relationship between the location, L, of a building alternative and 
the distance in miles of that building alternative from the PCC's pre-






RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LOCATION, L, 
AND THE DISTANCE IN MILES OF A 
BUILDING ALTERNATIVE 
Distance in Miles of a Building Alternative From 




A decision variable designated as X4543 denotes a serial number of 
45 as shown in Table III, is four stories tall, and 225 miles away from 
the PCC's precast concrete plant. 
Since there are two precast concrete components which are used in 
the construction of floors, and since the floors of one story building 
alternatives are on grade, it follows that there are 
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48 x 5 x 3 - 3 x 24 decision variables, 
= 648 decision variables to be used in the model validation. 
Row Names Representation 
The objective function row and the constraint constant for every 
constraint function is given a definite name. These names denote the 
type of resource the constraint constants designate and also the serial 
numbers of the constraint rows in which the constants are represented. 
However, the objective function row named 11 COST 11 , has no serial row 
number attached to it. A typical designation of a row name or a 
constraint constant is shown below. 
PS 





In the above designation, PS denotes prestressing steel tendons with 
i=l. This implies that constraint row No.l or constraint equation 
No.1 is based on prestressing steel tendons and is designated as PSl. 
A complete listing of all the row names used in the model are listed 
in Table V. 
There are a total of 14 rows used in the model as shown in Table 
V. However, all, except the first row, the objective function row, 
represent the constraint equations or inequalities. 
Table V could be expanded more than its present length. There 
should be a constraint row for every distinct resource used by the 


















ROW NAMES AND THE RESOURCES 
THEY REPRESENT 
Type of Resource Represented in the Row 
Objective Function 
Prestressing Steel Tendons 
Reinforcing Steel Bars 
Wire Mesh Type I 
Wire Mesh Type II 
Wire Mesh Type I II 
Concrete Type I 
Concrete Type II 
Concrete Type I I I 
Plant Labor 
Erection Labor for Concrete Components 
other than Block Walls 
Erection Labor for Concrete Block Walls 




















the model. Furthermore, all other operational constraints which are 
known to affect the plant, transportation, and erection operations of 
the company, should be represented by a distinct constraint row as 
shown in Table V. All resources or constraints pertaining to the PCC's 
operations are listed in Table V. 
Decision Variable Coefficient Computation 
There are three types of decision variable coefficients involved 
in the model validation. The first type includes the objective func-
tion coefficients and the constraint function coe"fficients. The Weight 
Limit Requirement {WLR12) and the Choice Requirement (CR13) constraint 
function coeffi ci en ts are excluded from coefficients of the. first type 
for several reasons. Decision variable coefficients of the first type 
are computed by the direct summation of the amounts of the resources 
associated with the precast concrete components which constitute the 
decision variable. The coefficients of the decision variables for the 
Weight Limit Constraint (WLR12) belong to the second type of coeffi-
cients. The type three coefficients of decision variables pertain to 
the Choice Requirement (CR13) constraint. They are computed simply by 
assigning a value of one to each of them. 
The following is a typical example of how the decision variable 
coefficients of the first type are computed using prestressing steel 
tendons, PSl and the usual plan dimensions (108 feet by 108 feet) of 
the PCC's concrete systems building. The material quantities for 
prestressing steel tendons are now computed. The data for this and 
other computations of decision variable coefficients are obtained 
from Table X in Appendix A. 
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Perimeter of building = 4 (108 feet - 0 inch) 
= 432 feet - O inch 
Width of DTWP = 8 feet - 0 inch 
Perimeter Length per DTWP, 
all owing 3' - O" for windows = 8 feet - 0 inch + 3 feet -
0 inch 
= 11 feet - 0 inch 
Therefore DTWP/story height = 432 .;. 11 panels 
= 39.273 panels 
= 40 panels/story 
Story height - floor to floor = 12 feet, using L-Beams 
= 14 feet, using Rectangular Beams 
Total length of DTWP/story height = 40 x 12 feet (for 12 feet wall 
height) 
= 480 feet 
or 
= 40 x 14 feet (for 14 feet wall 
height) 
= 560 feet/story 
flat Wall Panel (FW£l 
A similar computation for FWP is also made to obtain the total 
· 1ength of FWP per story height. 
Hence: 
Total length of FWP = 432 feet, using L-Beams 
= 504 feet, using Rectangular Beams. 
For every other constraint equation (function), a table similar to 
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Table VI is computed and presented in Tables XI through XXI in Appendix 
B. In Table VI and in the tables in Appendix B, if two quantities of 
a given resource are tabulated for a precast concrete component and a 
story height, the upper quantity stands for a 12 feet wall height, 
while the lower quantity represents the quantity for a 14 feet wall 
height. A value of zero in Table VI and in all the tables of Appendix 
B implies that the precast concrete component does not use prestressing 
steel tendons or the particular resource at the indicated floor (story 
height), or not at all. The units of the quantities of each type of 
resource are stated in each table. 
The computation of the coefficient of a decision variable for the 
constraint equation PSl is now illustrated, using the data from the 
column headed 11 lst Floor" in Table VI and the information in Table III. 
For the decision variable Xl411, we establish from Table III that Xl4 
is composed of FWP, FFS, La, BOX, DTRS. When the lengths of pre-
stressing steel tendons used in the precast components that constitute 
Xl4 are added the following can be obtained: 
= 
= 388 + 0 + 2160 + 0 + 5488 
= 11536 feet, where 
Mk(i,j) = quantity (feet) of the material (prestressing 
steel tendons-PS) i, required to build the 
relevant precast concrete component k, in a 
decision variable j (=14 in this example). 
kk = total number of relevant precast concrete 
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TABLE VI 
PRESTRESSING STEEL REQUIREMENTS (PSI} 
Quantities Feet Consumed Per Floor 
Member Description lst Floor 2nd Floor 3rd Floor 4th Floor 5th Floor 
( 1) 
Double Tee Wall Panels 
(2) 
Flat Ha 11 Pane 1 s 
(3) 0 0 0 0 0 Block and Block Beams 
{4) 1920 3840 5760 7680 9600 
Columns to go vlith Blocks 2240 4480 5720 8960 11200 
(5) 0 8232 16464 24696 32928 Double Tee Floor Members 
(6} 
0 16464 32928 49392 65856 Flat Floor Slabs 
(7) 
2160 4320 6480 8640 10800 L-Beams 
(8) 2160 4320 6480 8640 10800 Rectangular Beams 
{9) 
Core Wall Panels 
(10) 
Boxes for Ser. Core 
( 11) 5488 5488 5488 5488 5488 Double Tee Roof Members 
(12) 13720 13720 13720 13720 13720 · Flat Roof Slabs 
kk 
components in the decision variable j, 
utilizing the material i. 
= 3 in this illustration. 
Since L Mk (i, j) = 11536, the coefficient of X1411 in the 
k=l 
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constraint row PSl is 11536. This is the procedure used to compute all 
the coefficients of the first type both in the objective function and 
in the constraint equations. 
General Requirements for Decision 
Variable Coefficients 
There are two criteria which must be satisfied by every term in 
a constraint equation or in the objective function expression: 
1. Every coefficient of a decision variable in a constraint 
equation must be capable of direct conversion into cost by 
multiplying such a coefficient by.a constant numerical 
quantity which may be unique for each constraint equation. 
2. The terms in a constraint equation or in the objective func-
tion must be dimensionally homogeneous. This criterion 
demands that the product of a decision variable and its 
coefficient for any specified constraint equation be expressed' 
in precisely the same dimensions as the dimensions of the 
resource quantity on the right hand side of the constraint 
equation. In the case of objective function terms, each 
product must be numerically equal to a value of United States 
dollars. 
The transportation of different precast concrete components along 
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the highway is affected differently by highway use requirements. Thus 
a particular truck used to transport different precast concrete compo-
nents may be considered fully loaded either because of its gross weight 
or because of the total height of the truck and its load. Other load 
characteristics can also be the constraining requirements in various 
realistic circumstances. According to the PCC's transportation arrange-
ments, every precast concrete component, except concrete blocks and 
center service core boxes, costs $50 to transport and every truck load 
costs one dollar per truck load per mile. Thus a truck load of one type 
of precast concrete component may not cost the same amount of dollars 
as a truck load of a different type of precast concrete component. 
These cost differences are illustrated in Figures 4~ 5, and 6. 
In order to ensure that the decision variable coefficients in 
the constraint equation pertaining to truck loads (the weight limit 
constraint HLR12), have the same unit cost, it has been necessary to 
convert every coefficient in the WLR12 constraint onto the same cost 
basis by using a conversion factor. 
At every location the conversion factor for a truck load of a 
part"icular precast concrete component is unique. It is affected by 
the fa 11 owing: 
1. The distance of travel or location, since every truck load 
of every type of precast concrete component, except concrete 
blocks, costs one dollar per mile. -
2. The number of pieces of precast concrete components per 
truck load. 
3. The cost of that truck load which costs the least for a 
given location. 
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Figure 4. Transportation Cost of Different Precast 
Concrete Components for the First 75 
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Precast Concrete Components 
for the first 150 Miles from 
the Precasting Plant 
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Figure 6. Transportation Cost of Different Precast 
Concrete Components for the First 225 




Once the conversion factor has been applied to the truck loads of 
every type of precast concrete component, the decision variable coeffi-
cients of the second type can then be computed. 
Computation of Conversion Factors for 
Truck Loads at First Location 
The conversion factors for a typical location are computed by 
establishing the total number of truck loads and the total transpor-
tation cost for each type of precast concrete component to that 
location. The total transportation cost is then divided by the number 
of truck loads to obtain the cost per truck load. This computation is 
made for each type of precast concrete component. The least cost per 
truck load is used as a basis for comparison to establish the conversion 
factors. 
Hence, the conversion factor CFi for a precast concrete component 
i at a specified location is stated mathematically as follows: 
CFi = CTLi 
LCTL , where 
CTLi = the cost per truck load of precast concrete 
component i at a specified location. 
LCTL = the least cost per truck load up to the specified 
location. 
It should be noted that CFi = 1 if the cost per truck load of precast 
component i is the least cost per truck load at the particular location. 
The results of these computations for the first location are presented 
in Table VII. Where two values are tabulated in any one column in 



























su~~ARY OF COMPUTATION OF CONVERSION FACTORS 
FOR THE FIRST LOCATION 
Total Transporta- Truck Loads 
tation Cost, ·Before Conversion Cost Pe·r Conversion 
1st Story for 1st Story Truck Load Factor 
~ ~ $408. 31.------~ 5 _,..,.......---- $360. 71 4 
$2475 __--:-_---~ $~ ~ ------ $2475 $275.00 
~ 6 ~ ~ 8 ~ 
$2150 2 $1075 18 
$2700 10 $270 4.524 
$3375 19 $177.63 2.976 
$525 3 $175 2.932 
$525 3 $175 2.932 
$500 4 $125 2.095 
$500 4 $125 2.095 
$2700 10 $270 4.524 

















SUMMARY OF CONVERSION FACTORS AND CONVERTED TRUCK LOADS 
FOR THE FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD LOCATIONS 
Precast Conversion Factors Conversion Factors 
Concrete 1st 2nd 3rd lst 2nd 3rd 
Component Location Location Location Location Location Locatibn 
Double-
~ IX. ;::<:: y. IX I/. Tee Wa 11 Panel 
Flat 
~ x. ;::<:: y. IX iY. Wall Panel 
Concrete v. y. I/. y. I/. l/ Block 
Column 
With 18 15.13 13.32 36 31 27 
Block 
Double-
Tee Floor 4.52 4.54 4.57 46 46 46 
Member 
Flat 
Floor 2.98 3.32 3.56 57 64 68 
Slab 
L-Beam 2.93 3.29 3.53 9 10 11 
Rectangu- 2.93 3.29 3.53 9 10 11 lar Beam 
Core 
Wall 2.09 2.63 2.99 9 11 12 
Panel 
Core 
Service 2.09 2.63 2.99 9 11 12 
Box 
Double 
Tee Roof 4.52 4.54 4.57 46 46 46 
Member 
Flat 




while the lower value is for the 14 feet tall wall. Conversion factors 
for all three locations are summarized in Table VIII. The·data used to 
compute the conversion factors for the second and third locations are 
presented in Appendix C. 
The Need for Solving the Problem by 
Many ILP Models 
During the verification of the ILP model developed in this treatise, 
648 distinct decision variables were formulated. Because of the follow-
ing reasons, it was necessary to divide the model into 15 distinct mod-
els corresponding to 15 categories of buildings. 
1. Each of the 15 categories of buildings corresponds to a 
specific story height at a specific location. 
2. Construction materials used in different story heights did 
·not vary linearly from one-story-tall buildings to five-
story-tall buildings. This non-linear relationship is 
illustrated in Figure 8. 
Computerized Solution to the Linear 
Programming Models 
The IBM (International Business Machines) computer program package, 
MPSX360 (Mathematical Programming Systems Extended-360) provided the 
computerized solutions to the 15 LP models (67, 68). The MPSX360 
program package solved each of the 15 ILP model problems in two stages. 
In the first stage, all the decision variables were assumed to be non-
integer (continuous)~ The problems were then solved using the Revised 
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Locks (66), and Zionts (69) have good illustrative problems on the 
Revised Simplex Method. In the second stage of the solution process, 
a method, the Branch and Bound algorithm, was used to obtain an integer 
solution from the solution of the first stage. 
The Branch and Bound algorithm was introduced by Land and Doig 
(70). Again the texts on linear programming by Dantzig (3), Locks (66), 
Zionts (69), Wagner (71), have good examples on the Branch and Bound 
algorithm. 
. CHAPTER VI 
SELECTION AND RANKING OF 
OPTIMAL COMBINATIONS 
The objective of the analysis was to select the best building 
alternatives for each category of building. In the process, linear 
programming was used in such a way as to provide information on the 
relative desirability of different combinations, and to rank them 
for p1anning purposes. 
For each of the 15 categories of buildings {combinations of 
specified story heights up to five story heights, plus a.distance 
from the plant: up to 75 miles, 75-150 miles, 150-225 miles), LP 
models to select optimum combinations of precast concrete components 
which make up building alternatives (combinations of relevant precast 
concrete components, with one type of relevant precast concrete com-
ponent from each of the seven functional groups), were solved in two 
stages. In the first stage, three alternatives were obtained as the 
best choices for that category by using a linear programming model 
which allowed the selection of up to three building alternatives. 
·Since the objective of the project is to obt~in optimal combinations 
of precast concrete components and to establish the relative desir-
ability of the combinations, further uses were made with a model 
which restricted the choice to one. It was necessary to choose three 
optimal alternatives for each of the 15 categories of buildings because 
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in some cases, a feasible linear programming model allowing the choice 
of one building alternative could not be found. 
In the "best three 11 runs, for each of the 12 constraint functions, 
the right hand side (RHS) constraint constants which set limitations on 
Prestressing Steel Tendons, Reinforcing Steel Bars, etc., were set at 
such levels as would permit up to three choices of alternatives. For 
the "best one" runs, the RHS constants were set so that only one alter-
native is feasible. Thus both the lower and upper limits for the RHS 
constants in the "best three 11 models are approximately three times as 
large as they are in the "best one 11 models. Th.ree 11 best one 11 models 
were solved for each of the 15 categories of buildings, to make the 
further ranking of 11 best 11 (lst choice), 11 second best 11 (2nd choice) 
and "third best 11 (3rd choice). In general, it was found that only the 
"best" (1st choice) alternatives were relevant, and the second and 
third choices were insignificant. 
In this chapter, the results of all the 60 computer runs are 
presented. First, the 11 best three 11 choices for each of the 15 cate-
gories of buildings are shown in Figures ·~through 13. Following these 
is Ta.ble IX which contains a summary of all the 11 best three 11 and all the 
11 best 11 , 11 second best 11 and 11 third best 11 building alternatives, and the 
precast concrete components which constitute them. 
The building alternatives Xl, X2, X26 were the only combinations 
which were members of the 1st choices for all of the 60 runs. 
Optimal Concrete Components Recommended for 
Concrete Systems Buildings Development 
It is significant to note that certain geometrical shapes are 
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Figure 9. Selection of the Three Most Optimal Combinations 
up to the Second Story Height at Two Locations 
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Figure 11 . Selection of the Three Most Optimal Combinations up to the 
Third Story Height at Three Locations 
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Figure 12. Selection of the Three Most Optimal Combinations up to the 
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Figure 13. Selection of the Three Most Optimal Combinations 
up to the Fifth Story at Three Locations 
TABLE IX 
SUMMARY OF SELECTIONS AND THEIR PRECAST .CONCRETE COMPONENTS 
No. of Times Selected as: 
Member of 1st 2nd 3rd 
Combination 3 together Choice Choice Choice Precast Concrete Components in the Combination 
XOl 14 4 DTWP, DTFS, LB, CW, DTRS 
X02 12 4 DTWP, DTFS, LB, BOX, DTRS 
X26 10 3 2 DTWP, DTFS, LB, BOX, FRS 
X25 3 6 DTWP, DTFS, LB, CW, FRS 
X03 l 3 DTWP, DTFS, RB, CW, DTRS 
X04 2 DTWP, DTFM, RB, BOX, DTRS 
X06 3 DTWP, FFS, LB, BOX, DTRS 
X09 1 FWM, DTFS, LB, CW, DTRS 
XlO 3 1 FWP, DTFS, LB, BOX, DTRS 
X27 l DTWP, DTFS, RB, CW, FRS 
X28 1 DTWP, DTFS, RB, BOX, FRS 
X29 1 l DTWP, FFS, LB, CW, FRS 
X30 1 DTWP, FFS, LB, BOX, FRS 
Tota 1 s: 45 11 11 11 
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associated with the 1st choice building alternatives. For instance: 
DTWP, DTFS, LB, CW, BOX, DTRS, and FRS, constitute the building alter-
natives Xl, X2, and X26. 
If the PCC is to operate optimally at its present location, it is 
recommended that the PCC should invest in the Precast concrete forms 
needed to make the components in Xl, X2, X26. In addition, all the 
precast concrete components in the functional groups 6 and 7 of Table 
II, which are needed in all the concrete systems buildings should also 
be developed. 
The Problems Associated with the Solution 
(1) It is possible not to obtain an integer solution for a given 
mode·1 , e.g. : 
(a) Selection of one combination for the 1st Story at all 
three locations. 
(b) Selection of one combination for· the 2nd Story at the 1st 
locatfon. 
(2) The verification depends on accurate historic data. This means 
that someo~e who tnoroughly understands the construction requirements 
. must be available ~nd able to supply the needed data. 
(3) It requires computerized solution. 
(4) Long hours of computations must be carried out. 
The Advantages of the LP Solution 
(1) It gives quantitative answers which compare well with real world 
experiences in the construction industry (14). It should therefore 
be used for managerial planning and selection of precast concrete 
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components for systems buildings. 
(2) It is very flexible with respect to environmental or local re-
quirements. It can be expanded to reflect practically any construction 
requirements at the plant, the highway and the erection site, by way 
of constraint equations/or inequalities. 
This environmental flexibility makes it capable of resolving the 
contradictions among the views of experts on the economics of certain 
geometric shapes. It does this by providing tailor-made solutions. 
(3) It is capable of up-date as the need arises, by slight ·changes in 
the computed coefficients, or by addition or deletion of constraints. 
( 4) The use of the mode 1 s as deve 1 oped does not require ·any i n-·depth 
knowledge of computer programming. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The objective of this research was the selection of types of 
forms for a new plant location considering the most economical and 
feasible combinations of precast concrete components needed for a 
concrete systems building. It has shown that by use of integer 
linear programming, these economical and feasible combinations can 
be selected for a -concrete systems building company and that the 
chosen combinations can be ranked in the order of their economic 
advantages. The integer linear programming model developed in the 
research places emphasis on the importance of environmental require-
ments by considering all significant requirements in the constraint 
equations. 
The reseafch treated precast concrete plant operations, trans-
portation of the precast concrete components along the highway, and 
the erection of the components at the building site. 
The feasible combinations of precast concrete components for an 
existing precast concrete systems building company were compared, and 
the most economical combinations selected for every story height and 
at each specified distance from the precast concrete plant to the 
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building site. It was then recommended that those geometric shapes 
which consistently formed the economical combinations should be used 
in the company's precast concrete systems buildings. 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions should be made based on the findings 
of this research. 
l. Environmental requirements for the construction of different 
precast concrete components affect the economics of these components 
in different ways. Therefore, one should not expect different pre-
cast concrete components to possess the same economic advantages, 
regardless of the arrangements in the precast concrete plant, and the 
requirements of the marketing area in which these components are to 
be said. 
2. Conclus~ons regarding the esonomics of any one precast con-
crete component at any specified environment should not be based on 
the economics of such an individual piece. It should be based upon 
the economics of those combinations of individual precast concrete 
compor:ents. 
The results of the integer linear programming model agree well 
with experiences of the concrete systems bui 1 ding company \vhose opera-
tional data were used to verify the model. Of all the candidates for 
selection, the double-tee featured consistently as the most economical 
geometric shape. Thus this method of analysis should be useful for 
the precast concrete industry in this country. 
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Recommendations 
The linear prograrrnning models developed in this research can be 
extended to cover greater story heights than the five story heights 
used in the model verification. Furthermore, once the most economical 
and feasible combination(s) have been chosen, the lengths and other 
physical dimensions of the selected components can be varied to 
establish the variation of cost with dimensional changes . 
. The scope of this research can also be extended to include 
all the design problems and costs associated with the des1gn of 
each combination of precast concrete component~, which is a candi-
date for selection. This can be achieved by relating the LP models 
developed in this treatise to the LP models already published in 
the literature on the optimal design of multistory framed structures 
by linear programming. 
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DATA AS ORIG-I NALLY COLLECTED FROM THE 




































PRECAST CONCRETE COMPONENTS AND THE RESOURCES NEEDED 
FOR THEIR PRODUCTION AND ERECTION 
DovMt Tu Flu W..11 jeolum11s with Double Tee nu F1oor Rectlngul•r (Gr. W.lt Double TH Su tr St1tr 
iili11 r•ne1 Pintl llocks Floor Sl1b Sllb \.•IH• IH• hntl Cort ioa ltoof Slab l.lndfo9 Fr11111 
!11.~/<q rt 1160/lln $10.50 $15Jr1ur ft of $Z.OO riser tit, SZO/lln ft SJ/sq ft $10/ltn ft $1Z/11n ft f 1 4 .~~lln 118/ltn ft $15/lt• ft U/sq ti bu1 ldtng /ft /Sq ft; 1; tn. 
he1gill 
~Jhte:ce i l bO•/tnickJ 11 '"tle/truck 1 Jd lOid, $50/ $ Q/ptece. SJ r.it1e/truck box• ii/ 
bit thie 101, 
4 ... 7 ... i 2 nen . I 7 ... 5 .... 4 ... 3 ... 7 ... 5 r.en 6mon z ... 11 r..en 
/]50 ft /1500 ft /500 ft /1~0 ft /100 " /100 ft /1200 sq ft /box /CCO ft /100 sq ft /piece I '4 coll.Dl'llsl /d•y /d•Y /d•y /d•y /d•Y /dl.J /d•Y , .. , , .. ~ /C•t /d•Y /d1.y 
I 
5]0 l•lft 170 lb/sq ft 
zso 40 lb 400 lb 
lso lo/ft 335 lb/ft 80 lti/sq ft 525 l•lft 450 lb/ft 60 lb/sq ft lo/ft /lq ft /F'1ser 
I I 
$150 .. ch I >50 160 StiJ $125/pti?ce iS150/phct $BO/ptece 1 S50/p1ect $75/pte-ee $75/ptece S7S/picce S2~0/pftCI /piece /j)ltct /~1ect 
6.25 6.5 4.0 2.5 2.so 3.75 3.5 10.0 7.5 2.5 3.0 3.0 
r..ln·!':rs IWn-hrs Nn-r.rs 111n-hrs r.&n•hrs NtH1r$ Nn-hrs 111n-hrs Mn-hn 111.111-hrs a.uH1n un-nn 
/piece /phce /pfect /ph'• /;>he.• /pfrct /pfect /;>feet /9tec1 /ptec1 /pitct /pfect 
10 ft ' ft 4 ft ' ft 12 ft 12 ft 12 It 
4 rt 4.17 ft 
/ft of /ft of /ft of /ft of /ft of /ft Of /ft of x• x /ft of x /rher 
p.tnel ;i1nel CO)UllV\ shb ~lib be .. bu• shb 
l lb 11 lb • lb j; lb 2.5 18 25 l• 2 lb l /fl. of /ft of l x /ft of /ft of /Sq ft x /Sq fL x 
~ntl col1.111n bH.:1 ...... of plnt1 /box 
S SQ ft I sq ft 1' SQ ft I sq ft l 4 SQ ft /ft of l l /ft of /ft of x I x l /ft /rtur 
l Piir.el st.ab slo1b 
2 ft 
20 ft 2Q ft/ft /ft. of l l l x l x l x x 
pultl /Shi> 
l l l l x l l x '12 sq ft /boa l x l 
0.103 O.lta .019 1121 0.090 .ot 
x l x crt yd crt 1d x l crt 14 crt 1d cu yd x cu yd 
/ft /ft /Sq ft /bo• /ft /f'1Hr 
0.175 0.Z9i O.OJ7 0.130 0.111 0.012 
crt yd crt yd crt .td l l cr1 yd crt 14 x l l cw yd l 







5 "'" /200 ft , .. , 

























REINFORCING STEEL REQUIREMENTS (RB2) 
Quantities (lb) Consumed 
Up to Up to Up to Up ta Up to 
Member First Second Third Fourth Fifth 
Description Story Story Story Story Story 




Columns to go 
with Blocks 
Double Tee 0 0 
Floor Members 
0 0 0 
Flat Floor 0 o· 0 0 0 Slabs 
L-Beams 720 1440 2160 2880 3600 





Double Tee 0 0 0 Q a Roof Members 
Flat Roof 
Slabs 

























WIRE MESH TYPE I REQUIREMENTS 
(WM 3) 
Quantities (sq ft) 
Up to Up to Up to 
First Second Third 






4480 ~ 0 ~ 1536,V i/17920 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 10976 21952 32928 
0 21952 43904 65856 
O' 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
10976 10976 10976 10976 





















Flat ~Ja 11 
Panels 
Blocks 
















TABLE XI II 
WIRE MESH TYPE II REQUIREMENTS 
(WM 4) 
Quantities (ft) Consumed 
Up to Up to Up to Up to 
First Second Thi rd Fourth 
Story Story Story Story 
~ 0 ~ 0 x. 0 !~ a 
0 0 0 a 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 a a 
0 762 1524 2286 
0 0 a a 
0 0 0 a 
a 0 0 a 
0 a a 0 
0 0 0 0 
762 762 762 762 
0 
l 











































WIRE MESH TYPE III REQUIREMENTS 
(WM 5) 
Quantities (sq ft) 
Up to Up to Up to 
First Second Third 
Story Story Story 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
2448 4896 7344 
0 0 0 
0 
I 











































CONCRETE TYPE I REQUIREMENTS 
(CN 6) 
Quantities (cu yd) 
Up to Up to Up to 
First Second Third 
Story Story Story 
0 a a 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 a 0 
0 141 283 
0 272 543 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
124 124 124 
203 203 203 
99 
Consumed 



















Flat Wa 11 
Panels 
Blocks 





















CONCRETE TYPE II REQUIREMENTS 
(CN 7) 
Quantities (cu yd) 
Up to Up to Up to 
First Second Third 
Story Story Story 
/~ 169 I~ 197 i 296 
168 336 504 
I o o 0 
·;y;; 1 y.; 2 ~ 3 





20 40 60 











Up to Up to 
Fourth Fifth 
Story Story 
~ " ~ 4 .:x:: 720.~ 1// 840 . 
0 0 

































CONCRETE TYPE III REQUIREMENTS 
(CN 8) 
Quantities (Blocks) 
Up to Up to Up to 
First Second Third 
Story Story Story 
0 0 0 







.~ 0 I~ . ~ 0 .% 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-
0 0 a a 








































TABLE XVI II 
PLANT LABOR REQUIREMENTS 
(PL 9) 
Quantities (Man-hrs) 
Up to Up to Up to 
First Second Third 
Story Story Story 
0 154 308 
0 275 550 
58 116 174 
44 88 132 
165 165 165 
275 275 275 
102 
Consumed 
Up to Up to 












. TABLE XIX 
*ERECTION LABOR REQUIREMENTS FOR PRECAST 
AND PRES TRESSED MEMBERS (_EL 10}. 
Quantities (Man-hrs) Consumed 
Up to Up to Up to Up to 
Member First Second Third Fourth 
Description Story Story Story Story 
Double Tee 250 510 780 1060 Wall Panels 
Flat \./all 
Panels 234 478 731 993 
Blocks 0 0 0 0 
Columns to go 160 327 500 679 with Blocks 
Double Tee 0 98 200 306 Floor Members 
Flat Floor 0 98 200 306 Stabs 
L-Beams 23 47 72 98 
Rectangular Beams 21 43 66 89 
Core Wall 40 82 125 170 Panels 
Boxes for 30 60 94 128 Service Core 
Double Tee 98 100 102 104 Roof Members 
















*Erection labor increases at the rate of two percent per increase 





*ERECTION LABOR REQUIREMENTS FOR BLOCK WALL 
lELB 11} 
-
. Quantities (Man-hrs) Consumed 
Up to Up to Up to Up to 
Member First Second Third Fourth 
Description Story Story Story Story 
Double Tee I 0 0 0 0 Wall Panels 
Flat Ha 11 






Blocks ;<: I~ ~ I~ % l 4 1 8 6 
Columns to go 0 0 0 0 0 with Blocks 
Double Tee 0 0 0 0 0 Floor Members 
Flat Floor 
0 0 .0 Slabs 0 0 
l-Beams 0 0 0 0 0 
Rectangular Beams 0 0 0 0 . 0 
Core Wall 
0 0 0 Panels 0 0 
Boxes for 
0 0 Service Core 0 0 0 
Double Tee 
0 0 Roof Members 0 0 0 
Flat Roof 
0 Slabs 0 0 0 0 








Pane 1 s 
Blocks 

















HIGHWAY WEIGHT LIMIT REQUIREMENTS--
FIRST LOCATION (WLR 12) 
Minimum Quantities (Truckloads) Needed 
. Up to Up to Up to Up to Up to 
First Second Third Fourth. Fifth 
Story Story Story Story Story 
0 46 92 138 184 
0 57 114 171 228 
9 18 27 36 45 
9 18 27 36 45 
45 
9 18 27 36 45 
46 46 46 46 46 
57 57 57 57 57 
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APPENDIX C 
TABLES OF QUANTITIES FOR THE COMPUTATION OF 
CONVERSION FACTORS AND TRUCK LOADS FOR 
THE SECOND AND THIRD LOCATIONS 
106 
TABLE· XXII 
INCREASE IN TRANSPORTATION COST UP TO THE SECOND LOCATION 9 
ABOVE THAT OF THE FIRST LOCATION 
Precast First Second Third Fourth 
Concrete Story Story Story Story 








Co 1 umns to go .... 
with Block 150 . 300 450 600 
Double Tee 0 750 1500 .. 2250 Floor Member 
Flat Floor 0 1425 2850 4275 
Slab 
Double Tee 750 750 750 750 Roof Member 











INCREASE IN TRANSPORTATION COST UP TO THE THIRD LOCATION, 





Wa 11 Pane 1 




Columns to go 300 600 900 1200 with B 1 oc k 
Double Tee 0 1500 3000 4500 Floor Member 
Flat Floor 0 2850 5700 8550 Slab 
Double Tee 1500 1500 1500 1500 Roof Member 































i Roof Member 
Flat Roof I 
Slab I 
TABLE XXIV 
SUMMARY OF COMPUTATION OF CONVERSION FACTORS 
FOR THE SECOND LOCATION 
Total Trans- Truck Loads 
portation Before Conver-
Cost sion for Cost Per Conversion Converted 
First $tory First Story Truck Load Factor Truck Loads 
~ 0 ~ yfu l ~ 3 ~ . 
~ 0 ~ /fu 0 ~ l ~ 2 
~ 2 -~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 
230Q 2 1150 15 .13 31 
3450 10 345 4.54 46 
4800 19 252.63 3.32 64 
750 3 250 3.29 10 
750 3 250 3.29 10 
800 4 200 2.63 11 
800 4 200 2.63 11 
3450 10 345 4.54 46 




























SUMMARY OF COMPUTATION OF CONVERSION FACTORS 
POR THE THIRD LOCATION 
Total Trans- Truck Loads 
portation Before Conver-
Cost sion for Cost Per Conversion 
First Story First Story Truck Load Factor 
-
~:s;; 5 ~ fa~ l 6.0~ _.,,-/" 5 . 5 5 
/~ 5 ~ ~; 0 ~ 2 
~ 4 /< ~ 0 ~ 
2450 2 1225 13. 32 
4200 10 420 4.57 
6225 19 327 .63 3.56 
·-
975 3· 325 3.53 
975 3 325 3.53 
1100 4 275 2.99 
1100 4 275 2.99 
4200 10 420 4.57 











































COMPUTATION OF CONVERTED TRUCK LOADS 
FOR THE SECOND LOCATION 
True k Loads Truck Loads Truck Loads Truck Loads 
First Second Third Fourth 
Story Story Story Story 
~ 1 x 2 ~ 3 ~ 4 x 2 ~ 4 ~ 6 ~ 8 
y; IX. _X x 1 8 4 I// / 
I 
31 62 93 124 
0 46 92 138 
0 64 128 192 
10 20 30 40 
10 20 30 40 
11 22 33 44 
11 22 33 44 
46 46 46 46 
-












































COMPUTATION OF CONVERTED TRUCK LOADS 
~OR THE THIRD LOCATION 
Truck Loads Truck Loads Truck Loads Truck Loads 
First Second Third Fourth 
Story Story Story Story 
37_~ 
_/- 39 >< ~ ~ 
~ I~ ·~ 126 ~ 
6//, 
/ I/< y, ~ 
27 54 81 108 
0 46 92 138 
a 68 136 204 
11 22 33 44 
11 22 33 44 
12 24 36 48 
12 24 36 48 
46 46 46 46 


















A TYPICAL COMPUTER PROGRAM 
EXPLAINED AND LISTED 
113 
114 
The IBM Program Package MPSX360 
Introduction 
The IBM program package, Mathematical Programming Systems Extended 
360 {MPSX360), consists of three main types of input cards, namely: 
1. Job Control Language (JCL) cards. 
2. Control Language Source Program cards. 
3 .. Input Data cards. 
The JCL Cards 
The JCL cards constitute the first set of cards and they immediate-
ly precede the Control Language Source Program cards. An example of a 
set of JCL cards is as follows (66): 
//Job name JOB (xxxxx, xxx-xx-xxxxx), 'xxx,' etc. 
II EXEC MPSX360 
//MPSXl•SYSIN DD * 
The first JCL card, the JOB card, is unique for a given computer 
installation. Typically, the JOB card contains the Job name, the 
account number for the particular job, and other identifying names of 
the job owner. The second card tells the computer to call MPSX360 
while the third card calls for the control language compiler. Other 
additions to the above three JCL cards are possible, depending on the 
requirements of the computer installation. 
Control La~9uage Source Program 
The Control Language Source Program consists of a number of cards 
as shown in Figure 14. Each card represents a definite operation. A 








a io l 
0102 










CONTROL PROGRAM COMPILcR. MPSX RELEASE 1 MOD LEVEL b 
PROGRAM 
* 
TITLE ('SELCTN ·3 MOST ECON COMBNTN 5TH STORY,lST LOCTN') 
* INITIALZ 
MCVE lXDATA, 1 COMBTN' J 
MOVE(XP3NAME, 1 PBFILE'l 
CONVERT{'SUMMARY') 
BCD OUT 
SETUP ('RANGE• ,•RESOURCE' ,•BOUND' ,•BLDGALT' > 
P ICTUR.E 
fJOVE (XOBJ, 1 COST'> 
MOVE ( XRHS·, 'COMB TNl') 
PRIMAL 
SOLUTION 




Figure 14. MPSX360 Control Language Source Program 
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control program must be initiated by the PROGRAM statement. The PRO-
GRAM statement is not an executable statement and it may not have a 
batch (67). 
The TITLE statement is an executable control program statement. 
The expression in parentheses in the TITLE statement constitutes the 
page titles to the output program. More than one TITLE statement may 
be used. Where up to three TITLE statements are used, the first TITLE 
statement will provide a heading for the first output page, while the 
second TITLE statement will specify the TITLE heading for the second 
output page. However, all subsequent output pages will bear the TITLE 
heading specified i~ the third TITLE statement. 
The INITIALZ macro instruction establishes "standard" processing 
of all demands. Where the INITIALZ macro instruction is not used as 
the first statement in a control program, all the functions of the con-
trol program must be provided by the user before the execution of the 
first procedure (68). 
An area of central memory named the Corrrnunications Region (CR) 
controls the operations of MPSX360. The set of instructions beginning 
with the verb 11 MOVE 11 specifies that the name on the right be moved 
into the Communicat"ions Region cell which bears the name on the left. 
Specifically, in the MOVE statement: 
MOVE (XDATA, 1 COMBTN 1 ), 
the word 11 COMBTN 11 is transferred into the Communication Region cell 
named 11 XDJ\TA. 11 
The CONVERT statement specifies that the input data punched on 
80-colurnn cards in Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) format be read onto the 
problem file (PROBFILE) (66)(67)(68). The word 11 SUMMARY 11 in parentheses 
117 
after "CONVERT" makes it possible for the control program to provide 
statistics of both major and minor reading errors. The inclusion of 
"SUMMARY" is optional. 
The BCDOUT statement specifies that the data in PROBFILE be con-
verted to BCD for output, and that the data be output in the same order 
in which they were input. 
The SETUP statement is used when some of the row constants have 
upper and lower limiting values (RANGE) and the decision variables are 
bounded (BOUND). 
-PICTURE creates a pictorial representation of the specified por-
tion of the work matrix. 
PRIMAL obtains an optimal feasible solution (if one exists) by 
solving the primal problem. 
The SOLUTION instruction outp-uts the solution during or after 
optimization. 
OPTIMIX appears between SOLUTION and EXIT, and controls these-
quencing of the branch-and-bound iterations after an optimum solution 
to the unrestricted LP problem (that is an LP problem which satisfies 
all constraints and bounds, except the integer requirement). 
If it is desired to establish the effect on the optimal solution, 
of varying the RHS constants and the objective function coefficients 
(sensitivity analysis), the RANGE statement is used. 
The last two cards, EXIT and PEND, mark the end of the control 
program. Since the JCL program treats the whole of the control program 
as input data, the JCL card 11 /* 11 follows the PEND card. 
A typical input data format is listed in Figure 15. The first 
data card contains the two words 11 NAME 11 and "COMBTN~" and gives the 
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Figure 15. A Typical MPSX360 Input Data Format 
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UP eL~,:.:.L r 
UP f.LCG,,LT 
UJ:' C.'1,.1}.3.~L T 
UP ~L CG.l.L T 
U? HC'G!LT 
UP eLnG \l T 
UP bl ~G!'.l. T 
U:> au:.G.\Lf 
u? au~c.t,LT 
u? cu::~~L r 
UP t lf':U:.L T 
UP ~LJG.\LT 
UP CLO·:;~L T 
UP r;L::;':;.lL T 
U? P.U:oi.\L T 
Ui> !)l[C.!.L T 
Cl' 1}L[Jj.'.L T 
UP ~LCGt.L T 
U» ~l <::U~L t 
UP BL!)•,;':.L T 
U&' OLC..;.t.LT 
U? BL~::.AL T 
u» su1., \LT 
UP CLCGl!L T 
UP et:"•i!L r 
UP 8L[t;.~L T 
UP BLC·'.;&LT 
UP iHLiv·H T 
UP BLUC!LT 
UP CH(GSLT 




UP SLCGll T 
U? 8LDG.\Ll 
UP cit(•;,\LT 
UP !lLCt;AL T 
UP OLO;:;AL 1 
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NAME of the data set. 11 COMBTN 11 must be the same as that used in the 
control program statement: MOVE (XDATA, 'COMBTN'). The JCL statement: 
//MPSX2·SYSIN DD* precedes the data set. 
The indicator card "ROWS" is followed by the data cards which 
state the names of the rows and the types of constraints they are. 
N means no constraint. 
G means greater than or equal to (.::). 
L means less than or equal to (_::). 
If a constraint row is an equality then E is used in place of N, G, 
or L. 
The indicator card "COLUMNS" introduces the data cards containing 
the coefficients of the decision variables. The words "INTORG, 11 
"MARKER, 11 and 11 INTORG 11 precede the list of decision variables which 
are integer. 
such a list. 
Similarly, 11 INTEND, 11 11 MARKER, 1' and 11 INTEN0 11 terminate 
The coefficients of the decision variables are listed 
column by column. However, the sequence of listing the columns does 
not matter. Thus all the coefficients of the decision variable X0651 




may not be altered in either X065l or X015l. 
RHS, RANGES, and BOUNDS are indicator cards. All RHS constants 
are given a group name COMBTNl. The group names for all RHS constants 
which have RANGES, and all decision variables having upper and lower 
BOUNDS are RESOURCE and BLDGALT, respectively. If UP is punched in the 
second and third columns of a data card in the BOUNDS section, it 
123 
means that the numerical quantity on that card is the upper bound value 
of the decision variable on that card. LO may be punched on a second 
card for the same decision variable and in the same columns as UP, if 
the decision variable has a lower bound value. Since all decision 
variables in Figure 15 are positive, their lower bound values are zero 
and do not have to be specified ~nder the BOUNDS section. 
The card, ENDATA, indicates the end of the data set. 





the following field specifications must be met: 
Columns 5-12 Alphanumeric 
Columns 15-22 Alphanumeric 
Columns 25-36 Numeric 
Columns 40-47 Alphanumeric 
Columns 50-61 Numeric. 
Under the BOUNDS section, two exceptions are made. First, columns 2-3 
contain either of the two-letter indicators 11 UP 11 or 11 L0 11 to show whether 
it is the upper or lower bound value of the decision variable that is 
punched on the particular card. Second, columns 25-61 are not used. 
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